CSWR
CELEBRATION OF STUDENT WRITING AND RESEARCH
What is CSWR?

End of semester event

Collaboration with Intersections and Research ShowCase

Individuals and/or groups display their research or writing

Judges interview participants and select prize winners
What does our class present?

• Use your imagination--
• Other classes have presented posters, slide shows, videos, and table displays
What are the Prizes?

• Best Class Presentation Prize wins a dinner for all the participants.

• Best Individual/Small Group Research Presentation wins a cash award and recognition at the Student Writing Awards Reception in May.
April 2018 Best Individual Research Project

Hans Fu

FSCC 100-11791

Mary Assad, instructor
April 2018 Best Class Prize Winner (2d consecutive semester)

USNA 249: Restoring the Great Lakes
Instructor: Glenn Odenbrett

Students: Harper Case, Yash Goswami, Katherine Kaminski, Anthony Monczewski, Alexander Mullarkey, John Peralta
2018 Students’ Favorite

• USNA 289E: Medieval Robots
• Co-Instructors: Brie Parkin and Greg Lee

Students: Mingda Chen, Sissi Chen, Astra Nicole Driscoll, Gaffney, William Huang, Alan Kao, Elise Kim, Joshua Mehler, Ethan Liaw, Sean Liu, Elizabeth Mahoney, Kimberly Meifert, Monica Oh, Joseph Recchia, Ke Ren, Michael Ritchey, Emily Young
Benefits to you

• Helps you meet an important SAGES outcome:

*Effectively communicate information through discipline-appropriate oral and/or new media presentations*
Benefits to you

Gives you a “Real time” presenting opportunity that includes academic dialogue with faculty.
Benefits to you

- A great ramp-up for your eventual Capstone presentation
Benefits to you

• Opportunity to see other students’ research and shop SAGES classes.
Benefits to you

• Lots of free food!
How can we get help with our presentations?

**Freedman Center, KSL**—inexpensive printing and scanning options, geo-spatial mapping, assistance with making videos

**SOURCE** workshops on preparing oral presentations and slides

**CWRU Intersections (Helpful Quick Tips):**
http://www.case.edu/provost/source/intersections/intersections.html

Tips for Designing Better Research Posters, Natalia Rodriquez:
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/infographic-tips-for-designing-better-research-posters


Guide to Creating Research Posters, Undergraduate Research, U of Texas: https://ugs.utexas.edu/our/poster
In this interactive workshop, students learn specific strategies for presenting research in a succinct, compelling manner to fellow scholars and at-large gatherings such as Intersections and The Celebration of Student Writing and Research. Open to all students, the workshop will be offered two times.
What to do next...

- Have your instructor register your class by mid-semester.
- Mark your calendar for December 7 from noon-2:45 in the Tinkham Veale Student Center
- If you are interested in being nominated for the Best Individual/Small Group Research Prize, let your instructor know. Your instructor can nominate two individuals or small group research projects per class.
Think big and good luck!
For questions and help...

• Contact

Dr. Barbara Burgess-Van Aken
bab26@case.edu